Religious tensions continue in discussions

DANA LAMERS
infocus editor

Janet Peterson (02) won’t be returning to Hope next semester.

“I never felt acceptable at Hope by my peers as long as they knew that I didn’t believe the same as them,” she wrote in a letter detailing her reasons for leaving.

“I wish I was informed of this religious background before I had made my decision to attend Hope,” she continues later. “I feel privileged to have spent my first year with the most intelligent faculty I will maybe ever meet, but also feel sorry that I would put myself through this social intolerance.”

Questions of what it truly means to be a college set in the “context of the Reformed Christian faith” have risen to the surface time and time again, even before the arrival of Mario Bergner or Mel White on campus, which has caused the most recent controversy.

Members of the college community gathered yesterday afternoon in an empty classroom in Graves Hall to attend a service together in silence.

Several members of the faculty and administration met together after receiving an e-mail message from chemistry professor Donald Cronkite inviting them to join in a time of waiting as a sign to the college that “there is something worth waiting for in the healing of this community.”

“I have been waiting, and I think I need to wait some more, but I don’t want to do so by myself any longer,” Cronkite wrote. “I was overwhelmed at the faculty forum two weeks ago by the breadth and depth of ours expressed there. Most of us have asked what we can do to respond, and we have heard two answers. Put what you believe into words. What?”

This waiting takes place as many survey the condition of Hope’s campus after a storm of controversy over religious tensions on 9.

Conflict in Kosovo affects campus

Elvir Tabakovic was in a concentration camp three years ago. Today he worries about his family in Bosnia.

MIKE ZUIDEMA
editor-in-chief

When he was 16, Bosnia native Elvir Tabakovic (02) joined the army in an effort to escape war-torn Sarajevo.

Tabakovic had been told that there was no guarantee that a civilian pass would bring him to the safe land. So Tabakovic took up arms for three months.

One night he and a group of soldiers attempted to escape the city through a small valley. A group of Serbs were waiting and Tabakovic was captured and placed in a concentration camp.

Tabakovic toiled in one of two camps with 850 others for six months. While the camps weren’t like those during World War II, he was subject to abuse and poor living conditions.

He was forced to live on two meals a day. For breakfast, he routinely had bread and water mixed together. It would affect his campus.

“By night before he received dinner. ‘They told us we were not allowed to go to the bathroom for the next 24 hours,’” Tabakovic said. “When I tried to break that rule, they caught me and beat me pretty bad.”

Tabakovic was able to come to the United States in January of 1996 after a U.S. Organization took over the camp. About 250 others from the camp were placed in cities throughout the U.S. Tabakovic was placed with a family in Jenison.

Tabakovic’s mother and sister remain in Sarajevo. His father was killed in 1993.

Tabakovic is able to keep in touch with his family. He makes an effort to call home at least once a month and was on the phone shortly after the bombing in Kosovo began.

Tabakovic hasn’t seen his family in almost four years. Although his hometown is about 100 miles from the main battle zone, he admits that he is worried.

“I knew there was going to be time when I was going to be separated from my mother and sister, but I think what happened was too early and that is probably the hardest part,” Tabakovic said. “I just want to make the trip over to more YUGOSLAVIA on 9.”

Disabilities raise awareness

TIFFANY RIPPER
staff reporter

“Resolve to Keep Happy” is the title of a poem by Helen Keller included in the pamphlet for this year’s events of Disability Awareness Week.

This phrase has become the main point of the week. Disability Awareness Week, which runs from April 5 to 9, includes many activities across campus.

Students can be involved in simulations of mobility, hearing, and vision impairment, and learning disabilities.

Kelly Martin (’99), diagnosed with epilepsy two and a half years ago, has realized not only the importance of learning about disabilities, but also the value of finding joy.

“The side effects are still there as well and can be frustrating, but I am at the point where you either whine all your life or you smile and move on. I’ve decided to not let this slow me down, though it does try,” Martin said.

Martin also believes this has helped her religiously.

“You have to remember that God’s joy is even more real than the current trial,” she said. “This has helped me to focus on God and learn to be weak, not trying to have control, but letting God carry you through it.”

Many students on campus believe that the events are a successful way to encourage students to become more knowledgeable about disabilities.

“We are surrounded by students here on campus with disabilities,” said Jennifer VanDyke (01). “It is important to recognize them not only as students like everyone else with emotions, but also with special needs that need to be addressed and which we can maybe help. People with disabilities are normal people just like us.”

Kappa Delta Chi to initiate fall Rush season

MIKE ZUIDEMA
editor-in-chief

In an effort to boost their numbers, the Kappa Delta Chi Sorority has been approved for a Fall Rush program next year.

The Campus Life Board unanimously approved the motion at yesterday’s meeting.

The move became necessary after the sorority had only three new members after this spring. The sorority feared that after graduation in 2000, there would be less than a handful of active members.

“When the sorority is small on campus, we want to see the numbers increase and we think the fall would be a good time,” said Joanne Randinitis (’00), sorority president.

There will be 15 active Kappa Delta Chi members going into next fall. The sorority will now work with the Pan-Hellenic Council to create next fall’s guidelines for Rush and New Member Education. The sorority and Pan-Hel have two weeks to complete next fall’s procedure before the Board’s next meeting on May 4.

“I have heard nothing but support when it was brought up to (the Pan-Hel Council) again,” said Kate MacDonell, Vice President of Pan-Hel. “No one had any objections.”

The sorority is planning to hold Spring Rush as well. Their Rush and New Member Education time will probably have to be divided into shorter segments.

Randinitis said that the sorority is willing to work with Pan-Hel. “We hope that Spring Rush can remain the same.”

“We want to keep tradition and the more people we have to pass down tradition, the better off we’ll be,” Randinitis said.

Randinitis is confident that the sorority’s numbers will increase in the fall.

“The move is not without precedence. The Knickebokker Fraternity and Alpha Gamma Phi Sorority have also held Rush in the fall.

“There is precedence for this sort of bailing out in the past if they find them selves in situation with not enough active members,” said Dave O’Brien, Campus Life Board chair. “We hope this will help build up membership.”

First year students will not be allowed to participate in Fall Rush, a rule that has been in place for years.
New building site proposed

CARRIE ARNOLD
spotlight editor

Dance professor Maxine De Bruyn has noticed space getting tight at the current dance facilities in the Dow Center.

“We are cramped with limited practice space for students,” De Bruyn said.

De Bruyn attributes the growing need for space to the growing number of dance majors and minors, and the interest in fine arts as a whole.

Approximately five years ago, administration, and the dance department began to plan for a new building. Originally, the plans were for a separate dance building to be attached to the DePree Art Center.

But as the plans evolved, they eventually changed to building a three-story facility on the corner of Ninth Street and College Avenue. This would have one floor for the dance department, one floor for the bookstore, and one floor of dormitories.

William Anderson, Vice-President for Business and Finance, reports that the change from dance building to housing the department on just one floor was mainly due to the cost factor.

“The cost of just the dance part is $2 million, and the whole building will cost about $6 million,” Anderson said.

The dance department and administration are still looking for funding for the building.

“Right now, we have half a million dollars. When we get half of the cost of the building funded, we will start construction,” said Anderson.

Anderson hopes to have the building completed by the Fall 2000. De Bruyn remains doubtful when construction will even begin.

“We can actually believe it when we move dirt,” she said. “Once upon a time, I thought rather very shortly, but with the lack of funding, I can’t say.”

De Bruyn cites a variety of reasons the funding is not currently available. One reason is the newness of the major and the inability of the department to draw upon a time, I thought rather very shortly, but with the lack of funding, I can’t say.”

De Bruyn remains doubtful when construction will even begin.

“We can actually believe it when we move dirt,” she said. “Once upon a time, I thought rather very shortly, but with the lack of funding, I can’t say.”

De Bruyn cites a variety of reasons the funding is not currently available. One reason is the newness of the major and the inability of the department to draw upon a ‘major pool’ for contributions.

Alcohol screening targets abusers

MIKE ZUIDEMA
editor-in-chief

Part of the first National Alcohol Screening Day will feature a special question on college drinking.

The Screening Day will take place Thursday in the Maas Center from 3 to 7 p.m. The screening will attempt to identify problem drinking and those who need help. Part of the focus is on college-age drinkers.

“We will try and target some issues with college drinking,” said Kristin Feldkamp, a substance abuse counselor with Holland Community Hospital.

“The screening Day will take place Thursday in the Maas Center from 3 to 7 p.m. The screening will attempt to identify problem drinking and those who need help. Part of the focus is on college-age drinkers.”

The screening will involve a 20 question survey rating the intensity of drinking. Members of the Hospital’s Behavioral Health Services staff will score the surveys and make recommendations for treatment or hospitalization.

Topics covered will include DISABILITY from 1-877-786-3793

The Week will also include a poetry reading being held today at 7 p.m. in Peale.

There will be a luncheon on the first National Alcohol Awareness Day from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

There will also be a showing of “The Fugitive” using DVS, the audio description on a movie track, for the benefit of people with visual impairments, in the Kletz from 9 to 11 p.m.

Speaker Al Swain, who will speak Thursday on “The Week will include a poetry reading being held today at 7 p.m. in Peale.”

The screening is the first to be devoted to alcohol. Topics in the past have included depression and anxiety. Feldkamp is unsure about who will attend the event.

“It’s really one of those things you can’t predict, especially since the target is alcohol,” she said.

People tend to be ambivalent about doing something like that in public.”

HOPE COLLEGE
GREAT PERFORMANCE SERIES

Elaine Elias
Performing Three Americas

In Three Americas, Elaine Elias, a composer, pianist, and vocalist, creates an impressionist mix that

Thursday, April 15
Dunham Memorial Chapel

Ticket prices:

$12.50 adults
$10.50 seniors
$5.50 students

Purchase tickets at the DeWitt Ticket Office
April 12-15

MAKE $6,994

The 131 year-old Southwestern Company is
selecting students for full-time business internships in Southern California.

We are interviewing for all majors on:

Thursday, April 8
Phelps Hall, West Lounge
Noon, 2 p.m., 4 pm SHARP

Dress is casual, arrive five minutes early, bring pen & paper.

If unable to attend, call
1-877-786-3793
An abstract sculpture created by a Hope professor has been the center of some recent controversy.

"Perro del Sol," or Sun Dog, by Bill Mayer currently is on the property of Herrick District Library on River Avenue. The library, which is currently undergoing renovations, has asked the City of Holland to move the sculpture to a different location. The main reason for the request is that the sculpture is not easy to view in its current location.

"I'm not surprised or displeased at the library board's request. I think the piece is too big for its location," said Holland Mayor Al McGeethan. "It needs to be viewed from 300 degrees. People need to be able to walk around it and right now it is too tight up against the building."

Mayer agrees with this assessment and feels that the move is fine.

"I don't think that site (in front of the library) is necessarily the best," he said. "The sculpture is not the type that is site specific. I feel that the move is fine."

The sculpture was commissioned in 1984 by the committee of "March Festival For The Arts." The committee wanted Holland to have a large piece of contemporary sculpture, and Mayer was chosen to create the work. "Perro del Sol" has stood at its current location for 15 years.

The city is now looking for a new location for the sculpture. McGeethan, Mayer, and several others have been working on finding a possible space. The most likely spot, once it has been approved by several city boards, is on the north corner of 24th Street and Michigan Avenue, near Holland Community Hospital.

"It's a very appropriate, visible location," McGeethan said. "People will be able to see and take note of it a lot easier than before."

Mayer is not sure that this location is best. "It's not a drive by sculpture. It needs more contemplation," he said. "There is no place there to park and get out and look at it."

Mayer thinks a more appropriate place would be Kolten Park, which already has a large sculpture.

"I've often thought it should go there, even from the beginning," he said. "I think Holland should start a sculpture park and Kolten would be an ideal place for that."

The work of art has been rather controversial since the day it was unveiled. Mayer attributes this to a general lack of education on contemporary art.

"This kind of art is not taught unless you take a sculpture class," he said. "This is a reasonably conservative area, but I don't think it's too much different than other places. We don't live in sculpture culture. It's different than a place like the Netherlands, which has public sculpture all over."

The sculpture has been a top subject in recent conversations McGeethan has had with community members.

"People either love it or they don't," he said.

Dance company returns for annual performance

LISA HOEKSTRA

Returning to Holland for its annual residency is Contemporary Motions, a resident professional dance company of Hope College. The company will perform Friday, April 9 and Saturday, April 10.

Both programs are scheduled for 8 p.m. at the Knickerbocker Theater.

"It will be an intimate evening performance featuring new surprises and some favorite works from the company," said Enrique Rivera, the company's founder.

The performance will include guest artist Ray Tadio, performing for Contemporary Motions exemplifies the dawn of the Rivera technique, which is currently undergoing renovations, is on the north corner of 24th Street and Michigan Avenue, near Holland Community Hospital. 

"It will be an intimate evening performance featuring new surprises and some favorite works from the company," said Enrique Rivera, the company's founder.

The performance will include guest artist Ray Tadio, performing for Contemporary Motions exemplifies the dawn of the Rivera technique, which is currently undergoing renovations, is on the north corner of 24th Street and Michigan Avenue, near Holland Community Hospital. 
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"It will be an intimate evening performance featuring new surprises and some favorite works from the company," said Enrique Rivera, the company's founder.

The performance will include guest artist Ray Tadio, performing for Contemporary Motions exemplifies the dawn of the Rivera technique, which is currently undergoing renovations, is on the north corner of 24th Street and Michigan Avenue, near Holland Community Hospital.

"It will be an intimate evening performance featuring new surprises and some favorite works from the company," said Enrique Rivera, the company's founder.

The performance will include guest artist Ray Tadio, performing for Contemporary Motions exemplifies the dawn of the Rivera technique, which is currently undergoing renovations, is on the north corner of 24th Street and Michigan Avenue, near Holland Community Hospital.
The world hits Hope
As often as individuals complain about campus apathy among students, faculty and administration, sometimes it takes the largest of events to give a collective shake to life.

The current situation that is taking place in Europe is generally glazed over by numerous members of the campus community. Many feel that the issue is too far away from Holland, too far away to have any lasting effect, too far away to care.

Ask Elvir Tabakovic ('02) if the issues in Europe are meaningless. Ask anyone in the history department if these events have any long-ranging effect.

Tabakovic is a European native. At 16, he was a member of the army. He has spent time in a concentration camp. His father was murdered. He knows that the events occurring in near his homeland are important.

The history professors are familiar with what is going on. They know that any lack of attention is harmful. Worldwide events almost always have some affect locally. They are informed with what is going on. They know the importance of the events.

It's easy for members of the campus community to overlook the events taking place in Yugoslavia. Personal agendas take over, homosexuality needs to be further examined, and next year's plans need to be laid out. Precious homework needs to be completed for overbearing professors.

There are a plethora of things that could dominate the interest of the average Hope College student, faculty member or administrator.

The bubble that exists in Holland is difficult to break. Local events are of tremendous importance and should never be abandoned, but complete ignorance and lack of interest is irresponsible and callous. This is the effect that world events have at Hope, and this is definitely the case with the crisis in Kosovo.

The events happening in Europe are geographically far away. But as the story of Tabakovic or lessons of history faculty teach us, the effects that the war in Yugoslavia has are far from minor. It is the job of the Hope community to be educated about such events. Because events like these may look to redefine themselves at the college.

Greek Pride 101
In the last issue of the Anchor, a freshman questioned the process of what is commonly know as "New Member Educa-
tion." He/she does not give up their self-respect, morals, or friendships. The purpose of NME is to not degrade and belittle these young men and women, it is to teach them the history and traditions of their organization, so that they can pass them on in the future.

No one ever said that New Member Education is an easy process, and for anyone who is making an educated decision about going Greek, they would know that before entering the journey. But if you ask the newly active Greek members whether the two week period of NME was worth it for a lifelong commitment and involvement, they would all say "yes." NME does take a great amount of time, but so does Pull, Nykerk, and many other activities on campus. As an active member of my Fraternity, we have to teach the new members the entire history and traditions that we have built up for the last 90 years, and that takes time.

Every year, some students realize that Greek Life is not for them during the New Member Education period and they decide to quit. It is true that organizations do not like to have "de-pledges," but it is because it hurts the unity of the new member class.

There are no horrors of NME as Mr. Bradford so suggests, but I do not expect him to fully grasp the idea, because he is foreign to the Greek system and its rules and regulations. The Greek leadership of Pan-Hel and IFC have strived to create a program that creates a healthy environment for the new members while keeping the traditions of the Greek organizations alive. Sometimes this is hard and there is not a perfect solution to this complicated problem, but we are working hard to make sure that no New Member will ever feel that they have been tormented or ridiculed.

There are a great amount of rituals and traditions that are a part of New Member Education and those are the things that give the Greeks pride in their letters. I thoroughly believe that unless you go through the program, you cannot understand that. But at the same time, I realize that Greek Life is not for everyone. All I want is for Greeks and non-Greeks to respect each other and the decisions that they make. Is that too much to ask?

The Anchor would continue to feature guest columns from different student organizations. Any student organization that wishes to run a guest column should contact the Anchor at 395-7877 or e-mail ANCHOR@hope.edu.

RISE member questions campus representation
To the Editor:
If Hope College is a liberal arts college, then why are religious organizations that are not explicitly religious organizations represented on the religious life committee? If Hope College were a Christian college then you could expect a religious organization to recognize itself as a religious organization? Are we not religious? Is an organization whose mission is to combat ignorant people and do not serve the primary purpose of the organization to be, "to provide both a supportive religious environment which wel-
comes everyone, and to promote an integration between faith in God and learning," not worthy of the title of religious organization? Yet, we are denied such recognition.

Following the Student Christian Association and the Union of Catholic Students are each granted representation on the Religious Life Committee because they are religious organizations, and RISE is not because we do not explicitly Christian. This is it what it boils down to, and this poses the same question on this subject in the spirit of fair journalistic argumentation.

I am proud of each Christian who desires above all to be faithful to Christ. I am proud of each non-

Christian who yearns for peace and understanding among all "me and women. I am proud of the "e extra

RISex跨越broadly on both "es of the debate, who are brave enough to open their hearts and listen. I am proud of those who dare to ask tjough questions, to find their own

Buddhists, Jews, etc. are all welcome, but we are also thriving at Hope College. Why does Hope allow RISE to exist and yet insist upon treating it as a second class religious organization and promote an understanding among all "me and women. I am proud of the cohort of students at Hope. Hence, there would not be the ability to allow religious organizations that are not explicitly Christian representation on the religious life committee because they would not exist.

But you see, herein lies the problem: Refuge In Spiritual Expression not only exists as a religious organization which does not exclude people on the basis of their religious beliefs, e.g. Christian. After all, the statement proclaims the primary goals of NME was worth it for a lifelong commitment and involvement, they would all say "yes." NME does take a great amount of time, but so does Pull, Nykerk, and many other activities on campus. As an active member of my Fraternity, we have to teach the new members the entire history and traditions that we have built up for the last 90 years, and that takes time.

Every year, some students realize that Greek Life is not for them during the New Member Education period and they decide to quit. It is true that organizations do not like to have "de-pledges," but it is because it hurts the unity of the new member class.

There are no horrors of NME as Mr. Bradford so suggests, but I do not expect him to fully grasp the idea, because he is foreign to the Greek system and its rules and regulations. The Greek leadership of Pan-Hel and IFC have strived to create a program that creates a healthy environment for the new members while keeping the traditions of the Greek organizations alive. Sometimes this is hard and there is not a perfect solution to this complicated problem, but we are working hard to make sure that no New Member will ever feel that they have been tormented or ridiculed.

There are a great amount of rituals and traditions that are a part of New Member Education and those are the things that give the Greeks pride in their letters. I thoroughly believe that unless you go through the program, you cannot understand that. But at the same time, I realize that Greek Life is not for everyone. All I want is for Greeks and non-Greeks to respect each other and the decisions that they make. Is that too much to ask?

The Anchor would continue to feature guest columns from different student organizations. Any student organization that wishes to run a guest column should contact the Anchor at 395-7877 or e-mail ANCHOR@hope.edu.
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**Riot encompasses Grope College campus**

**NORM PETERSON  
stafflush**

After last week’s riot on the campus of Grope College, it is apparent that not even small, conservative liberal arts institutions are safe from the recent waves of student uprisings that plagued larger universities.

The riot was believed to have started by the Snickerbocker Fraternity and the Alpha Gamma Butterfly Sorority who in their words, “just wanted to cause some trouble.” After the two organizations started a bonfire in the swine grove using several stolen couches, thousands of students also brought Alligators & Pinch clothing to burn. According to some students, the blaze could be seen as far as Sagawuaga.

“I assure you that the two organizations responsible for starting this demonstration of free speech will be dealt with in a swift and proper manner,” said Dean of Students, Richy Lost. “This sort of event makes the entire campus look like a bunch of hoonigans and riff-raff.”

After several hours of drunken rioting, a group of students and several frat members stole and burned a Grope College Pubic Safety vehicle after an officer was forced to throw a demonstrator using his flashlight. Although Public Safety estimated the crowd at 25, better estimates put the total to about 2000 before the night was over.

“When we first purchased the riot gear and tear gas two years ago, many faculty members and administration members laughed at us,” said Director of Public Safety, Didi Hurtya. “But after these recent events, who is laughing now?”

Seventeen kegs and seven cases of tear gas later, the riot was finally broken up by public safety and students dispersed back to their dorm rooms and cottages. Although this could be seen as a pimple on the wonderful face of Grope College, many students see it as a growing experience for the ultraconservative institution.

“Every now and again, you just need to riot,” said Mite McGoan, President of the Snickerbockers. “People think that we are just a little hole in the wall school, but we showed those Michigan State students what a real riot should be like.”

After the wake of the riot completely settled, Student Causeseass is planning on hosting a lecture series containing alternate viewpoints on whether a person can be Christian and riot at the same time.

---

**Grove College Pubic Safety Report**

**March 31, 7:00 P.M. - A student was issued medical assistance after being attacked by a group of rabid squirrels. The student was taken to a nearby hospital.**

**April 1, 4:00 P.M. - Several young adults not affiliated with the college where playing a round of phirbge golf and were thoroughly ravished by a group of students for being on their turf without permission.**

**April 3, 4:00 A.M. - A grossly intoxicated student resembling a large ape or wookie was found wandering through a local car dealership with expertly unengaged gear and socks on. He was helped home by a Police Safety Officer. The student received his pants and waffle iron back from the local police who recovered the former on a nearby street.**

**April 3, 11:30 P.M. - After a long night of drinking and eating debrief, a Police Safety Officer fell asleep on the duty. While he was asleep, nothing happened. As usual.**

**April 4, 2:00 A.M. - A large bally was seen going from house to house in the surrounding neighborhood. Police Safety officers reported the rabbit after attacking him a severe beating and kept him in custody for further questioning concerning a recent plethora of parking pictures being placed on campus computers.**

---

**Hands spark campus debate**

**MEESHKO ZIPPY  
bigg bossman**

Sophomore Scope College student Ben V. Stifley has had a lot to overcome.

When Stifley first arrived in Holliland, he was met with skewed glances. But as he settled into Scope and classes, he realized why he didn’t fit in.

Stifley is left-handed. Has been all his life.

Stifley found out quickly that using your left hand at a predominantly right-handed school can be a bit disconcerting.

“When I first came here Badmmissions told me that the school was only based in the historical right-handed context,” Stifley said. “I had no idea that the school was so prejudice toward people like me.”

Stifley’s problems began when he was kicked out of his penmanship study class when students found out he was left-handed.

The Scalpel staff met with Stifley to discuss ways to cure his left-handedness.

“I offered to become ambidextrous, but the Scalpel staff became enraged and told me I was the spawn of a doctor,” Stifley said.

The issue was brought to the body for further questioning concerning a recent plethora of parking pictures being placed on campus computers.

---

**Bandit eludes captors**

**DOGGY ONTOP  
freak show**

The elusive “Library Bandit” was again spotted at the Van Wyshama Library by Darrell and Danell.

The antics of the Bandit has troubled Public Safety for months because there are no little clue left behind.

Friday’s spotting of the Bandit has provided a spark to tracking officials. “We hope to catch him,” said Darrell and his other brother Darrill, Directors of Public Safety. “If we don’t we look silly. Where did I put my gun?”

The antics of the Bandit further have officials because of Friday night most Plop College students should be at party houses.

The signs of the Bandit are definite. Books not placed in the Dewilly Decimal System. Magazines left in the bathroom. Toilet paper rolls are half gone. And the maps are not left on the map case lists or instructed.

The Bandit has been seen wearing a hat, shoes and one strategically placed sock.

Any information leading up to the capture of the Bandit would be appreciated. But who really cares anyway.
Whatever!
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Unsuspecting Students Move Into Brothel
A shocking underground expose the inner workings of Fan Flick Hall

SUENSE VANARMINIFE staff l brewed

Fan Flick dorm stands at the center of campus for many years, a symbol of strength for Grope College. Built in the 1900's, Fan Flick has housed many generations of Grope women. But is Fan Flick what it seems? Or is it something more?

In order to determine the true nature of Fan Flick, Ranchor reporter Suzanne VanArminif started undercover for a special investigative report.

There, she lived in Fan Flick like any other woman would, sharing their lives and everyday routines. However, a new story would shock the entire Grope community.

"Since I moved into Fan Flick, I sensed it was different than the other dorms," Elizabeth Crandell ('02) said. "From the first day, there were all these strange men walking around the dorm, looking in our rooms, seeing what we looked like.

And, on the last day of orientation, Crandell learned why. "The Resident Director called all the women for a meeting," Crandell said. "There, she announced that Fan Flick was really a brothel and that we were the employees.

The next weekend, all Fan Flick residents went through an intensive training session, helped by residents of the all-guys dorm, Dorkee.

"I didn't know quite what to expect," said Sarah Vanderhoekshen ("01), a sophomore who lives in Fan Flick. 

"They made us review manners, and we gave them an introduction to business and economics, so we would know how to make the most money and what to do with it so that nobody would find out. And then, they gave us the more technical instruction." Both women found the first week of work to be very important to me.

Almost all of the Fan Flick women reported making a good deal of money. Yet no reports had surfaced as to where that money went. However, it was discovered that all of the Fan Flick students claimed to have large amounts of money at work-study on their tax forms. When confronted with this evidence, Fan Flick residents confessed.

"It was an easy way to funnel the money through the system," Crandell said. "We even got regular paychecks and everything, although some of the dealings were under the table. It was a very neat system.

Working in a brothel has taught the women of Fan Flick many important, lifelong lessons

--Anna DeOosternap

Fan Flick RD

Vanderhoekshen agreed, although she found the situation to be a lot more on the stressful side.

"When I move into a different dorm next year, it will be strange," she said. "Although I loved my time in Fan Flick, it will also be nice to get a break, and get caught up on some sleep.

Scalpel Announces New Series
NORM PETERSON staff lushed

The new Grope College Scalpel series, "Setting Dishes in Order: How to be a Good Housewife," has been a welcome addition to the Scalpel program and has given students an opportunity to be a part of the school's most controversial event.

The series was initiated by Scalpel director, Professor Alexander Dumass. "Will there be so many more Scalpel series in the future?" Scalpel editor Zeedogg asked.

"The Scalpel program will continue to be a part of the school's curriculum. We will look for the best in Scalpel and continue to support the Scalpel program," said Froodle. 

"The Scalpel program has been a staple of Grope College for many years. It is an important part of our school's culture and we will continue to support it."

Grande Hosts Deathmatch

PURE STUD biggest of eds

Anonymity will come to confrontation as Music, Video, Television (MVT) hits the campus of Grope College in the first ever live Deathmatch this weekend.

MVTV selected Grope College randomly and apparently the morals and ethics of the school matched what Deathmatch was looking for. Tickets for seating in the Blind Grove were already sold out.

The beginning match of the evening will pit the staff of the Ranchor versus a segment of disgruntled Grope faculty. The rift occurred when members of the Ranchor attempted to interview faculty members about a non-controversial story. Faculty members were offended by this and generally frightened to comment.

"We called some staff members and they didn't want to talk," said editor Zeedogg Meekat. "They basically cried and hung up the phone. Now they better get ready to eat the news."

The Ranchor staff will look to soften the blow, as the Grope faculty will look to stick the Ranchor's pen in an uncomfortable place. The second match on the card pits workers in the Klutz against a group of angry squirrels. Many of the squirrels will be GAG (Girls against Goiters). Apparently these two groups had problems during the recent "meat" shortage. When squirrels discovered that the chicken was a lot cheaper, they began to demand their money back. The Klutz and GAG took an investigation and found that the chicken quarters were actually squirrels hot pockets. A squirrel has said on the record: "Squeak, sniffle, skska, skska."

Klutz workers claim that it was all a surprise and that students who never gave them any respect deserve worse.

The feature match will pit two men with varying beliefs on a variety of issues. "Holy War in the Grass" between Rev. Merlin Plaid Vandershoenklaken and activist Luigi Burgerking will contain special provisions.

The first competitor to get a large whale to eat the other will win. Special guest referees will be Preacher Thomas and Joe. Conducting guest commentary will be Grope College president Jan Lamak and random Grope faculty member, Timber Joe.

A spokesperson from MVTV was excited about the match.

"Where's Grope College? We agreed to go there? Are you sure about this? I don't even know where Michigan is.

Word of the Week - the (adj.) used, esp. before a noun, with a specifying or particularizing effect, as opposed to the indefinite or generalizing force of the indefinite article a or an.

This definition is courtesy of the Ranchor editors
Dear BDry: Letters from the Lost

Just make sure the young sud is not down wind from you. Perhaps you could even turn it into a cool. Some guys might find it a turn on. When class is running a little long, just cut the cheese and adjourn class early. Don’t just wear skirts anymore.

Dear BDry: I am a professor of Anglicus here at the college. I have fallen in love with a student and don’t know what to do. Help!

Hot for student - Teacher with Needs

Dear sexy mama:

First of all, I hope that student you like is getting a good grade. Normally, I would be a little hesitant to say jump on top of one of your students, but hey, go for it. You are both old enough to make your own decisions, and the kids mom isn’t going to catch you for good-ness sake. Just make sure the dude’s S.R.A. doesn’t catch you sneaking in and out. Just try to control yourself in the classroom. No bloody panky in the back row.

NORM PETERSON

Dear Needs Depends:

When nelly? I think that was you that I smelled in my 3 p.m. class. Two words for you: cork this. The only way I can think of you getting a male is contacting the freak in the first letter. Ever heard of Gassess? Didn’t think so. The only way I can think of you getting a male friend is finding someone outside on windy days.

Smelly McGee - Van NoMam Hall

Dear Lover:

You definitely need some help. I am assuming that you are a big weasel that likes to play space games in the Eyebrow Center. Or you are the one who feels the need to play Fishlife Golf all day and all night long. Regardless of weather and young women in the way. I am also assuming that you are a Deerstra Hall rat, preying on the younger women. My word of advice: if you want a female, join a Geeks organization. They somehow always get the women, no matter how worthless they are. Talk man or shave that ear hair. Good lord, another hobby other than counting your Kurs Kops. Gee I offer advice, not miracles. Wiener.

Dear BDry: I am a female here at school and have a gas problem. It prevents me from going out and eating. Nothing has helped - except the Smell out of my diet, exercise, prayer, and dieting. What can I do?

Snelly McGee - Van NoMam Hall

Aries (Jan. 1, 1999 to Jan. 21): Do not accept dirty tacos from old women holding shelties. Instead call the information turned into a lovely souffle.

Taurus (Jan. 24 to Feb. 7, 11:30 p.m.): Take that bull and shove it. Push to get your way in the office and maybe people will stop complaining about the car wax you left on the speakers desk. Either that or turn it into a lovely souffle.

Aquarius (Feb. 8 to Feb. 19, 5): You are an Aquarius. Life is beautiful for you and you are like your chances at love. Take your mate, take them to the beach, check them off the pier and then play Bad@$$ It works, trust me.

Libra (Marchish to April 9): Try and balance your work load. Lift the remote control, lift the potato chips. Perhaps if you got your lazy butt off the couch, you wouldn’t feel the need to eat ketchup and barbecue sauce so much.

Tulip (April 10 to May 10, noon): Shooting straight as an arrow sucks. Cheat like mad. If no one sees, who cares? And I don’t mean on your homework. Girl don’t play the fool now.

Virgo (May 11 to June 10): What was that from Scorpion? And what’s about? Does anyone really know? And does Hallmark make cards for this? And what ever happened to “Saved by the Bell”? I just saw Scretch in a Cherry Coke commercial.

Scorpio (June 11 to July 10): You are a coldhearted snake. I looked into your eyes. Oh, oh you’ve been telling lies. You are a luvnutter play, he don’t play by rules. Girl don’t play the fool now.

Capricorn (October sky to November 3): Ever watch WWF? Start. You will be able to take out your new found aggression on your roommate. And no one will give you wedgies after you hit them with a frisbee again.


Study Abroad in the DeTwitt Center

• Experience the native culture of the Klutz
• Learn the tricks of the trade
• Savor the native cuisine of the Klutz
• Become one with technology
• Exercise creativity

“I am a freshman. I had no idea how much time one can spend in this place. The other guys who take these programs are so cool. It is amazing to work with these techs. We are a tight bunch we never leave.”

Norm Peterson, senior
69 9F FM WHIP Manager/Greek Life
Gore/Canalich, Mountains state

For more information, visit www.dewittsemester.org or call 800•ucked in

Grove College Increases Diversity

The staff and administration of Grove College have longed to make a more diverse student body and that is the main thrust behind the admission of Coco the monkey, a chimpanzee from the Tulip City Zoo.

Although Coco’s verbal and writing skills are way below the standard of an incoming freshman, she will be welcome addition to the class of 2003 next fall. Coco is receiving a special full-ride scholarship from the $700 trillion endowment fund that is only used for emergencies and will receive special food service of 20 pounds of bananas each week from the college as well.

"It’s about time that Grove stop looking at just humans," said Dean of the Kiddles, Richie Lost. "For instance we are going to have to line her dorm room in Lucky Hall with old editions of The Rancher so she can preserve the present carpet, besides the fact that we also have to find a suitable roommate for Coco." Already 23 girls have asked the housing department if they could live with Coco.

The Grove College Student Development is starting an interview process to narrow down the best person possible to assist Coco in her daily chores.

"I think living with her would be a great educational experience," Freshman Ditty Chickadee said. "Plus it would be a great way to pick up guys. Boys always tell me they like to spank the monkey."
In the center of the third floor of Peal, three missing Dope college students were found. Dr. Plant as Botanist stumbled into the cryogenic chambers and discovered the three.

"They were frozen, just like popsicles. On the outside, I saw a sign with their names and instructions to leave the chambers sealed until Dope became the school they wanted," Botanist said.

Upon discovering the 8th-year seniors Malcolm Ein ('91), Edward Barth ('91), and Terry Haze ('91), Botanist called General Well-Being who dispensed an officer to look at the scene.

"We were elated to find the three," said officer Anson Vener. "But, it was shocking to find these chambers just sitting behind piles of discarded test tubes. It was something out of that Mel Gibson movie—that one at the scene.

"We think that the members of Dope for Better Dates, have frozen ourselves with the vision of a better future. Since Dope College is forging towards being an all-girls school, we will be waiting until that great day in the college's history. When it is so, the chambers will release and we will be able to pick up chicks like never before.

As the only three male students, we will find the perfect women and always have dates on Friday night. Please do not disturb us until this great day. Singed, Malcolm Ein, Eddie Barth and Terry Haze.

It is believed that three watched an episode of Space Trip and built the chambers themselves.

"I wish they would have seen the whole thing," said U.R. Annoying, Barth's roommate. "I tried to tell them that they get unfrozen by the end and age as normal. You know, that doctor did say, dammit Jim, I'm a doctor not an ice cube."

Annoying read to the scene once he found his roommates.

At least they are still around. It might be fun to have a frozen roommate. At least I don't have to watch anymore episodes of Space Trip," he said.

For now, General Well-Being is leaving the frozen men in Peal until they determine a good place on campus to store them.

### The Pions Colson Hole

DOLLY SHEEPERS staff moocoh

One of the most prestigious residence holes on Pope College's campus is being recognized for its success in providing its residents with peaceful living conditions and orderly social activities.

A press release Monday announced that Colson Hole has been named among the "Top 10 Most Desirable Dormitories in the U.S." by Focus on the Dysfunctional Family, an atheistic organization run out of Smoulder, Colorado.

"Ever since I got to Colson Hole, my life has just turned around," said Skippy Goormarah, a sophomore resident. "I am just able to get so much done because the dorm is so quiet and serene, even late Saturday evenings. It's like heaven on earth."

Tommy Tubsheld also gives Colson high marks.

"My parents are so impressed with my grade point average this semester. I tell them they owe it all to the hole I live in."

Focus on the Dysfunctional Family representatives evaluate several residence holes each year to determine which are given the opportunity of holding such high honors.

They read as follows:

"We, the members of Dope for Better Dates, have frozen ourselves with the vision of a better future. Since Dope College is forging towards being an all-girls school, we will be waiting until that great day in the college's history. When it is so, the chambers will release and we will be able to pick up chicks like never before.

As the only three male students, we will find the perfect women and always have dates on Friday night. Please do not disturb us until this great day. Singed, Malcolm Ein, Eddie Barth and Terry Haze.

It is believed that three watched an episode of Space Trip and built the chambers themselves.

"I wish they would have seen the whole thing," said U.R. Annoying, Barth's roommate. "I tried to tell them that they get unfrozen by the end and age as normal. You know, that doctor did say, dammit Jim, I'm a doctor not an ice cube."

Annoying read to the scene once he found his roommates.

At least they are still around. It might be fun to have a frozen roommate. At least I don't have to watch anymore episodes of Space Trip," he said.

For now, General Well-Being is leaving the frozen men in Peal until they determine a good place on campus to store them.
A rift currently exists between the several members of the faculty and the chaplain staff. This much was evident from a March 17 faculty meeting I attended. Little, what has been said at this meeting has been re-
corded. And that’s unfortunate. As a student, it was a little intimidating to enter a room with almost 100 faculty mem-
bers, all holding the recent copy of the Anchor in hand. As the meeting got underway, the professor after professor got up to express their view on the relationship that they have with the Chaplain’s staff. Numerous viewpoints were expressed. The chaplain staff has too much power, with no one to answer to. The chaplain staff is being frightenedly consistent in the years he has been here. The chaplain staff has alienated members of both the faculty and students. The situation is hurting students. The situation is hurting the years he has been here. The lack of contact with his family, what the motive for that is.”

While the controversy that has surrounded Hope College has been extensive, I can’t see how remaining silent can help. Many people are struggling with this issue. All the more reason to speak up. I realize that the issue is going to be among the most difficult the college has ever addressed. But this is no excuse to go hiding now. It isoland needs to address what role the chaplain staff, faculty, homosexuality, pluralism, students, administration, the liberal arts education, media, coverage, etc., affects the direction of this college. This may not be a fun adventure, but if no one is willing to discuss this problem openly, then how is anything going to get solved?

**Warren’s Invited to listen in on a panel discussion.**

The final event of the faculty year was a panel discussion on “Religious Issues on Campus” assembled to address the question of homosexuality. The event was held on Wednesday morning, April 7, 1999 at the Herrick Room of the Hope College chapel.

**The Great Divide**

There are several members of the faculty who feel personally hurt by the situation that has torn apart the campus like this can divide the community. Some believe growth has come from this, others disagree. All agree that the issue needs to be addressed. In foreign policy, when you let things go they only get worse,” said Larry Penrose, professor of History. “The community discussion and questions are important to have on Hope’s campus.”

The event assembled many professors and students. The actions of NATO and other countries were being watched with interest. I think our reconciliation with God through the Christian faith is also highly valued, but the nurturance of the Christian faith is also highly prized!”

“Don’t come from this,” Nyenhuis said. “The level of trust needs to be increased; reconciliation requires an act of will, it also requires commitment to community.”

**Chapter 3**
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Now you can have the last laugh. Just get a Discover® Card. Then every time you buy something, you’ll get a Cash Back Bonus® award. It’s like giving yourself a tip for a change.

To apply, call 1-800 DISCOVER or visit www.discovercard.com. You’ll also get a competitive interest rate with NO ANNUAL FEE.

For all the times you got stuck with the bill, here’s payback.
Spring sports blossom in the unusual weather

PAUL LOODEEN
sports editor

Hope’s Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association record stands at 1-1 after yesterday’s one point win in a dual meet against Alma. The Flying Dutchmen posted a five point win in Alma with a score of 79.5 to 74.5.

Leading the way for the Flying Dutchmen were Joe Kattelus ('01) with javelin and discuss wins and a second place finish in the shot put. Dylan Wade ('02), Jeff Kaufman ('00) and Joe Veldman ('01) helped Hope sweep in the 5,000 meter run.

"The distance crew has done really good," said Wade.

So far this season Hope’s strength has been its long distance runners and field events.

"Throwing has been really good," said Wade.

Kattelus leads the way in the throwing portion along with Chase Reyburn ('99) who has the seasons and field events.

"Having your pitcher throw that well," said Wade. "I’m one of the closest team I’ve ever been on," said Kim Grotenhuis ('01).

Returning from Florida with an untested record was no easy task for the Flying Dutch. The team faced especially stiff competition from Taf’s and Eastern Connecticut.

The 6-1 score doesn’t indicate how close the Hope-Tuffs game was. The game was close at 2-1 in the sixth when Hope unloaded a flurry of runs, sparked by Carrie Scott's ('01) grand slam. Tuffs was ranked in the Top 25 at the time. Against the Eastern Connecticut Warriors, Hope brought out another tough victory, behind the pitching of Lisa Larezelere ('99). In a performance that Wolters classified as “dominating,” Larezelere struck out a career high 11 and retired the side twice late in the game.

"Having your pitcher throw that well in a one run ball game showed me a lot," Wolters said.

The Florida trip was a coming of age for some of the younger players, and the resurgence of a recovering veteran. Catcher Scott, coming off of a torn ACL, hit 600 over the trip, including two homoruns, and 13 RBIs. She also threw out several would-be base stealers.

Also contributing in the tournament were Sarah Zoulek ('02) and Kelly Kruzel ('01), who hit .455 and .353 respectively. Also making an impact early in her collegiate career was Karen Hahn ('02) who won her first collegiate victory over Tuffs and Eastern Connecticut.

“Having your pitcher throw that well in a one run ball game showed me a lot,” Wolters said.

After returning to Holland, the fourth game was played against the Utilities. The Flying Dutchmen came on March 23 over Tuffs and Adrian. The meet will be counted as an MIAA event for each team. After that meet in Adrian the team is home to the MIAA season against Oliver and Calvin in another triangular meet.

The Flying Dutchmen posted a one point win at Alma with a score of 125-124. The Flying Dutch were paced by Elizabeth Chapman ('02) who won both the 100 meter hurdles and the 400 meter hurdles. Also turning in top times on the track were Lenny Durant ('00) in the 200 meters, Brandy Timmer ('99) in the 100 meters, Cyndi Bannick ('99) in the 1,500 meters and Emily Sowers ('01) in the 3,000 meters.

"The home stand is kind of a letup for the athletes to be ready to compete. The season has gone well so far this year," Sowers said.

"Everyone has been on top of their game and have had success so far this year, the team looks to grow and build on their youth.

"We have a lot of talented freshmen and sophomores, but the veterans who have focused on that will help us up the road," Sowers said. "If you have a strong basis you can build on it."

Hope returns a strong core with good freshman talent. Some of the returners are Jennifer Ernst ('00), Ashley Pries ('00), Julia Thompson ('99) and Jennifer Passieck ('99). Some of the new faces of the year are Aurora who has a season best in the Shot Put, Sarah Schriepmueller ('02) with a season best in the 1,500 meter run, and Kristen McMullan ('02) best in pole vault.

What are you paying for your rechargeable phone card? 25 cents, 30 cents, 45 cents per minute? You want to know where your money is going? Call 786-0200 or visit this web page: www.thecomm.com/npo/761057.html.

Grand Haven riverside bistro and pub now hiring all positions. Waitstaff and bartenders. Excellent tips and a fun work environment. Call 847-0200 to schedule an interview.

Sleepy Hollow Resort 7000 North Shore Dr, South Haven, MI 49090, is now hiring for the following positions: Wait Staff, Bartenders, Hostess, Kitchen Crew and Waitsstaff. Please apply in person Monday-Thursday, 10am-4pm enjoys. 11:00am-4:00pm or send work his address.

The Penthouse of 252: You girls who think you are better than the rest will have a sink and keep track of all of your men. If that is the way you want, but we hope to learn from our mistakes,” Kittle said.
Men’s & Women’s tennis is in full swing after break

Paul Loodeen

sports editor

The Flying Dutchmen tennis team is off to good start by winning their last seven straight to post an overall record of 7-1. The last win for Hope came against Saint Mary’s, Wednesday, March 31.

In the meet Hope went 5-1 in singles competition and 3-0 in doubles play. The trials will be held August of this year, five of them at NCAA Division III record.

Women’s tennis looks to continue win streak

Paul Loodeen

sports editor

The Flying Dutch tennis team is rolling. Currently the team posts an overall record of 7-2 and a Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association record of 4-0.

The last win for Hope came against Saint Mary’s, Wednesday, March 31.

In the meet Hope went 5-1 in singles competition and 3-0 in doubles play.
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